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Amplifying the Value of Engineering Management Education 

We aim to emphasize work in Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion and strategies in the classroom. 

The Engineering Management Division (EMD) of ASEE seeks relevant abstracts for 1) paper 

presentations, 2) work in progress flash sessions, 3) workshops, 4) distinguished lecturers, and 5) 

special sessions.  

1) Paper Presentations: We seek abstracts for research-based full papers. Accepted papers will be 

presented in EMD’s traditional technical sessions. 

2) WIP Flash Sessions: Flash sessions will contain 7-8 brief (5 minute) presentations with time for 

discussions and networking afterward. These sessions can focus around a single theme or a medley 

of topics. Authors wishing to participate in a flash session should submit their abstracts with the title 

“WIP Flash:” followed by their title and mark the abstract as a work in progress. Authors with accepted 

abstracts must submit an extended abstract as their paper (3 – 5 pages recommended) per ASEE 

guidelines. Suggested themes include: 

 Lessons Learned: Incorporating remote teaching/learning strategies when teaching face-to-

face classes 

 Innovative use of technology in teaching EM 

 Experiential activities in teaching EM 

 Best practices in administering EM programs 

 Incorporating diversity, equity, and inclusion in teaching and learning. 

3) Workshops: EMD seeks proposals for workshops to sponsor. Workshops are a great way to dive 

deeper into a topic and leave participants with tangible outcomes. Workshops typically take place 

before the conference and cost an additional fee to attend. EMD can sponsor workshops to subsidize 

their cost for participants. If you are interested in hosting a workshop, please email the program chairs 

a proposed title, description, and short speaker bios.  

4) Distinguished Lecturers: Each year, ASEE requests proposals for speakers to serve as 

Distinguished Lecturers during mini-plenaries. PIC chairs look for speakers that will bring thought 

provoking new ideas and be of interest to a vast audience. EMD is able to propose and sponsor 

distinguished lecturer nominations. Please email the program chairs potential nominations with their 

name, brief description, and why you think they would be a great Distinguished Lecturer at the annual 

conference. 
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5) Special Sessions: We seek special session chairs interested in organizing panels, thematic 

sessions, workshops, or distinguished lecturers. These organizers are responsible for developing and 

organizing the session (panel, WIP flash, paper presentations, workshop, or distinguished lecturer) 

and includes recruiting authors/speakers for their session. Interested special session chairs should 

email the program chair their proposed session name, format (panel, WIP flash, paper session, 

workshop, or distinguished lecturer), brief description of theme, and brief description of sessions’ 

importance to engineering management education. Sessions using the WIP flash or presentation 

formats must have authors submit their work as stated above and notify the program chairs of the 

authors names and abstract titles. Panel and distinguished lecturer request must include proposed 

speaker(s) in the request and will be reviewed by the EMD leadership team for acceptance.  

Submitted abstracts should be 200 - 300 words in length and will go through a blind review process. 

The abstract should provide a clear statement of the work's objective and its relevance to engineering 

management education. Authors should review the “For Author” section of the conference website for 

more information, which includes the “Author’s Kit”, plagiarism guidelines, best paper rubric, and 

more. 

All abstract and paper submissions will be handled electronically through ASEE’s Paper Management 

System. Submissions must be completed electronically, and due dates and times indicated on the 

ASEE website must be met without exception. For additional information, including deadlines and 

guidelines, refer to: http://www.asee.org for the upcoming 2022 conference.  

 

Topics may include any applications of engineering management as it relates to education and the 

development of future engineering managers. All topics in the Engineering Management Body of 

Knowledge (EMBOK) are welcome. This includes, but not limited to: leadership and organizational 

management, strategic planning, financial resource management, project management, supply chain 

management, management of technology, etc. Suggested topics in education include, but are not 

limited to: engineering management program organization, approaches to outcome assessment and 

program/course effectiveness, workplace applications of engineering management skills and 

concepts with educational implications (including academic-industry collaboration), engineering 

management education success stories, innovative teaching practices in engineering management, 

asynchronous or synchronous learning, and diversity, equity and inclusion. Sessions may be jointly 

organized with the Engineering Economy, Industrial Engineering, and Systems Engineering Divisions. 

All full paper submissions to the division will be considered for the EMD Best Paper Award. This 

award will be announced at the division dinner and includes a framed award certificate. In addition, all 

presentations made during the conference will be considered for the EMD Best Presentation Award, 

which will be announced following the conference and recognized at the division dinner during the 

next annual conference.  

We encourage authors to submit papers that may be nominated by reviewers for the ASEE Best 

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Award. Please review the award rubric before submitting 

(https://diversity.asee.org/deicommittee/best-paper-rubric/). Reviewers will nominate papers for this 

award during the review process. The EMD leadership team will review all nominated papers and 

select one to be considered by the Commission on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion. 

https://diversity.asee.org/deicommittee/best-paper-rubric/
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Authors submitting to EMD will be asked to review both abstracts and papers for the division. Those 

who are unable to fulfill this commitment by the timelines required may have their own papers rejected 

by the session chair, regardless of paper quality. EMD is a publish-to-present division. Both abstracts 

and papers must be accepted to present at the conference.  

 

Description Date 
Abstract Submission Open 
Workshop Application Open 
Distinguished Lecture Application Open 
Panel Session Application Open 
Session Requests Open 
Abstract Reviewer Assignment Open 

October 11, 2021 

Abstract Submission Closed November 8, 2021 
Abstract Review Deadline 
Session Request Deadline 
Workshop Request Deadline 
Distinguished Lecture Deadline 
Panel Session Request Deadline 

November 22, 2021 

Abstract Acceptance or Decline Notification December 6, 2021 
Housing and Registration Open January 17, 2022 

Draft Paper Submission Deadline February 7, 2022 
Blind Draft Paper Reviews Deadline February 28, 2022 
Blind Revision Deadline March 28, 2022 

Paper Accept or Decline Deadline April 1, 2022 
Best Paper Award Nominations Deadline 
Author Registration Deadline 
Upload final paper Deadline 
Early Bird Registration Deadline 

May 16, 2022 

Attend Conference June 26 – 29, 2022 

You can learn more by going to https://www.asee.org/annual-conference/2022/paper-

management/important-deadlines. 

 

For more information, please contact the Engineering Management Division Program Chairs Dr. Eric 

Specking and Dr. Jena Asgarpoor. 

Eric Specking, Ph.D.   Jena Asgarpoor, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean    Professor of Practice & MEM Program Director 

University of Arkansas   University of Nebraska – Lincoln 

especki@uark.edu    jshafai@unl.edu 

479.575.7032                                             402.472.3166   
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